Introduction
The lexicographical order L on a sequence space X n = f0; 1; : : : ; g n , de ned by x n ! L < y n i there exists a t such that x t < y t and x s = y s for s < t, is one of the most important and frequently encountered orders in combinatorial extremal theory. An early result in this area, Harper's solution of an edge{isoperimetric problem (EIP) in binary Hamming space ( 13] ) (generalized in 16] to nonbinary cases and rediscovered many times, e.g. 6], 9], 15]) says that rst segments in L are optimal.
There are two kinds of EIP. They can be represented as extremal problems in graph theory. Let G = (V; E) be a graph. For any A V de ne the set B(A) of all boundary edges, that is, B(A) = fx; yg 2 E : jfx; yg \ Aj = 1 (1.1) and the set L(A) of all inner edges, that is, I(A) = fx; yg 2 E : x; y 2 A :
(1.2)
Boundary{edge{isoperimetric problem (BEIP):
For given graph and positive integer m nd a set A V of cardinality m with minimal possible value of jB(A)j.
Inner{edge{isoperimetric problem (IEIP):
For given graph and positive integer m nd a set A V with maximal possible value of jI(A)j.
Notice that for regular graphs of degree d jB(A)j + 2jI(A)j = djAj and that therefore the two problems are equivalent in the sense that a solution of one of these problems is at the some time a solution of the other. We concentrate here on EIP's of the Cartesian sum graphs G n = G 1 G 2 G n = (X n ; E n ) (1.3) of graphs G t = (X t ; E t ); t = 1; 2; : : : ; n; where X n = X 1 X 2 X n and for x n = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ); y n = (y 1 ; : : : ; y n ) 2 X n fx n ; y n g 2 E n i there exists a t 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng such that for all t 0 6 = t x t 0 = y t 0 and fx t ; y t g 2 E t . Then EIP's in Hamming, Manhattan and Lee metrics can be understood as EIP's of Cartesian sum graphs of complete graphs, paths, and cycles, respectively. We speak of an (optimal) order for an EIP, if the initial segments of this order always achieve the extremal value. Then Harper's Theorem and its generalization show that L is an oder for the EIP in Cartesian sums of complete graphs.
Notice that the regularity implies that the BEIP and the IEIP become the same here. Of course L is not always optimal for these EIP's and for many of these problems there is no order at all. One can nd such examples for Manhattan and Lee spaces in 1], 5], 8].
On the other hand one can ask \Is L optimal for an EIP in G n ?" (1.4) Since there are Q n t=1 jX t j orders on X n one might expect the complexity of an algorithm deciding this question to be very high. Quite surprisingly, our main discovery, a local{ global principle, shows that the problem is not NP{hard and not even P{hard. Actually, its complexity is independent of n! For the convenience of the readers we limit ourselves here in (1.3) to the case of indentical factors, i.e. G t = G for t = 1; 2; : : : ; n. We call here G n the n{th power of G. It is not very hard to extend our main result to general Cartesian sum graphs. In another direction our work is more general. We introduce a fairly large family of set functions on G n , including \boundary{edge" and \inner{edge" functions. Our local{global principle says that L is an optimal order for the extremal problems of the functions of this family in n{th power space exactly if it is optimal in the rst and the second power spaces. This means that often the question (1.4) can be decided by a simple inspection! In Section 2 we give the necessary de nitions, state known facts from 2] and present a generalization of a lemma from 2]. Our main result (Theorem 1) is presented and proved in Section 3. Finally, as an example demonstrating the power of our local{global principle, we give an edge{isoperimetric theorem for the powers of complete bipartite graphs C m;m (Theorem 2) in Section 4.
Preliminaries

De nitions and known facts
We list all de nitions and needed known facts in the rst part of this section. The proofs of these facts are not very hard and can be found in 2]. For all J N , f1; 2; : : : ; ng, x n 2 X n denote by x J the subsequence of x n obtained by deleting components x t with t = 2 J. X J is de ned analogously. Thus x n and X n can be rewritten as x N where we abbreviate A ftg ( ) as A t f g. One readily veri es that for the n{th power G n of a graph G = (X ; E) in the sense of (1.3), ' n ( ) = ?B(G n ; ) (or I(G n ; )) if we let '( ) = ?B(G; ) (or I(G; )). Thus EIP's are reduced to maximizing for given ' ' n (A) over all A X n with xed jAj. .7) is an extension of condition II to more than two sets. 3. By known facts 1), 2) and 4) the EIP's of power graph G n have been reduced to maximizing P x n 2A f(x n ) over all down sets A of X n for a sum{type function f(x n ) , P n t=1 4 ' (x t ) (if G has nested solutions for the corresponding EIP's). The importance of the extremal values of P x n 2A f(x n ) over the down sets of X n was known to Ahlswede and Katona 4] nearly 20 years ago and the problems for X = f0; 1g were well studied there. In the sequel, we always assume jXj 3. Actually comparing Theorem 1 in Section 3 of the present paper with the solutions of the corresponding problems in the binary case in 4], one may immediately notice that the local{global principle does not extend to binary alphabet. In the sequel we consider maximizing ' n (A) (or '(A)) for A of given size and speak of an order for ' n (or ').
A lemma concerning general pushing down operations
In this subsection we generalize Lemma 2 of 2] to general pushing down operations. L in the following lemma can be replaced by any order. For any J N = f1; 2; : : : ; ng, A 2 X J , and ' we write and therefore (2.9) in property 4) of Section 2 gives (3.4).
While showing (3.5) we can assume that a + i < b; (3.8) because otherwise we can delete the common terms on both sides of (3.5).
De ne now the interval hx`; y`i = fz`2 X`: x` L z` L y`g; hy`i = h0`; y`i: and by the previous argument we obtain (3.5) also in this case.
(ii) For x`; y`2 X`de ne now the half{open interval hx`; y`) = hx`; y`i r fy`g: Since both arguments in (3.12) are downsets we can use (2.9) to estimate them. Then we delete the common terms on both sides and obtain (3.6). Quite surprisingly we found the following result. Proof: Assume to the contrary that L is optimal for ' 2 but not for ' n and that n 3 is smallest with this property.
By Lemma 1 in Section 2 we can assume that for all J 6 = N D J (L; A) = A (3.13) for an optimal set A, and therefore A is a downset.
Moreover, among all optimal sets satisfying (3.13) we choose as A one which achieves the minimal value of jA 4h (jAj)ij, where (jAj) is the jAj{th smallest element in X n in lexicographical order (i.e. (A) = L(X n ; jAj)). Since by assumption L is not the order of ' n , we have jA 4h (jAj)ij > 0 or A 6 = h (jAj)i:
(3.14)
Let now a n be the lexicographically last element of A. Then obviously A ha n i:
Since L is optimal for ' n?1 , a 1 6 = 0.
It immediately follows from Lemma 2 that all elements in ha n i r A are of the form (a 1 ? 1; ; : : : ; ; x); x > a n : (3.16) Moreover, by (3.13) none of the a i 's equals . Thus by (3.16), ha n i r A = (a 1 ? 1); ; : : : ; ; x) : x (3.17) for some > a n . Since A is a downset, (a 1 ; : : : ; a n?1 ; y) : 0 y a n A: (3.18) Considering a n < , one can choose a; b, and i such that a = 0; a + i = a n ; b = and + i (3.19) or a > 0; a + i = a n ; b = and + i = : (3.20) In both cases we have a < b. When a n ? we choose (3.19) and otherwise (3.20).
Now we remove the \top part" (a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n?1 ; y) : y = a; a + 1; : : : ; a + i A from A and add A. The lexicographical order L is optimal for I(C n 4 ; ) or, by regularity, equivalently for B(C n 4 ; ). We know from Theorem 1 that it su ces to show the property for I(C 
